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Shrinidhi Ashwin Ghatate ( born 
October 4, 1996 ) is an Indian 

singer-songwriter and composer. 
She was born in Nagpur, 

Maharashtra and was raised in 
Nagpur Itself, she started 

learning music since she was 9 
years old, she participated in "Sa 

Re Ga Ma Pa lil champs 
(Marathi)" and her musical 

journey began since then, after 
that she participated in "The 

voice" and "Asia's singing super 
star".

Currently she is a part of 
"Shankar Mahadevan Team" and 

she is touring with them 
nationally and internationally. 

She also has her own Band, she 
has performed in various 

countries such as UK, Mauritius, 
Israel, Abu Dhabi E.T.C. She has 
also sung various playbacks for 

Marathi and Gujarati films.
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Versatile singer - This title was given by the legend Shankar Mahadevan
in the Reality Show Asia's Singing Superstar.

Successfully touring in India with her own Band “Shrinidhi & the Band”.

Female lead singer in “Shankar Ehsan Loy” team.

Participated in "The voice" India 2015 and was a part of Sunidhi
Chauhan's team.

Playback singer in Marathi industry.

Working  and Performing with Javed Ali. 

Gave playback for AMRITA RAO in a TV sitcom "MERI AWAJ HI 
PEHECHAN HAI" which was aired on "& TV" channel. 

Represented India in Asia's biggest reality show "Asia's Singing Super 
Star", Reached till top 5 position in Asia which was judged by Shankar 
Mahadevan and Shafqat Amanat Ali which had a TRP of 9.5 in DUBAI.

Received the "Sarthi award" in Nagpur for highest levels of 
achievements in singing.

Performed in more than 1000 shows.

Winner of "Antaragni idol", competition held at IIT Kanpur in 
association with Shankar Mahadevan academy.

Participated in "SA RE GA MA PA" MARATHI, reached TILL TOP 10 
(season 2014).

Winner of All India radio "AKASHWANI SUGAM SANGEET" competition.

Nomination for Mirchi Music Awards (Marathi) for the song Befikar
from the movie one way ticket.

Performed solo songs in the new TV channel “ZEE YUVA”, in a musical 
show named “Sargam.”
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Global Citizen- Performed with “Shankar Ehsaan Loy” on the 
same stage where Coldplay Performed.

Performed in “Rock on 2” concert at NSCI Mumbai.

Performed in one of the most prestigious stages in UK “Royal 
Festival Hall (LEICESTER)”.

Performed in one of the most prestigious stages in India “NCPA 
MUMBAI”.

As an Artist of “All India Radio”, she performed in Bhopal for a 
Ghazal Night.

Nagpur Mahotsav - Performed in one of the biggest festivals of 
Nagpur.

Performed in Yashwant Stadium Nagpur, in front of more than 
25,000 people.

Zee Yuva (Sargam) - Performed several times in “Zee Yuva” for 
a musical name called “Sargam”.

Israel - Performed in a tour in Israel with her band.

Mauritius - Performed in a tour with “Shankar Ehsaan Loy”.

Abu Dhabi - Performed in a tour with “Shankar Ehsaan Loy”.

Tobacco Free - Performed in a Charity event with “Shankar 
Ehsaan Loy”.
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Shrinidhi & the Band -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_94XFMKyoqQ

Asia's Singing Superstar - Shrinidhi Ghatate's Performance -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13HnDk4nxAk

Janam Janam | Shrinidhi & the Band | Live Performanace -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvAkJ7ljSdo

laal Ishq by Shrinidhi Ghatate at Asia's Singing Superstar -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfQllfzr0J0

Tu jaha jaha chalega & Mora Saiya Cover ft. Shrinidhi & Akshay -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQikKbXZDbM

Tere Naina song by Shankar Mahadevan and Shrinidhi at NCPA -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08Tucw_l9VQ

Shrinidhi's performance with Shankar Ehsaan Loy -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iie11EiXi3g

Asia's Singing Superstar - Episode 19 Performance -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQDIzgTi9TQ

Shape of you & Daru Desi| Shrinidhi Ghatate ft Rhythm Shaw -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFSxg0nubZ4

Sargam - Episode 1 - ( Skip to 25:30 to watch Shrinidhi)-
http://www.ozee.com/shows/sargam/video/sargam-episode-1-
march-1-2017-full-episode.html

Dil Dhadakne Ka Sabab | Ghulam Ali Ji | ft Shrinidhi Ghatate -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klM7pYpvVto

Random Jam | Shrinidhi Ghatate | ft Taba Chake -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIYQrp8XIoE
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||CONTACT ( FOR BOOKING )||

Ph. : +91 99579 97929 

Mail : AHAIBAMAMA@GMAIL.COM
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